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Let G be a non-discrete locally compact abelian group, and let &Z(G) be the 
convolution algebra of regular bounded Bore1 measures on G. Let I‘ denote the 
dual group of G. Then the interior of the silo” boundary of M(G) is exactly r. 
The proof uses generalized Riesz products for the compact mctrizahle case 
and standard liftings from that case. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a non-discrete locally compact abelian group with dual group r. Let 
M(G) denote the convolution algebra of all regular bounded Bore1 measures on 
G. It is well known that the silov boundary of M(G), denoted aM(G), is not all 
of the maximal ideal space AM(G) of M(G). See [4, Chap. 81 for a discussion. 
In this paper we extend that result. 
THEOREM 1. I. Let G be a non-discrete locally compact abelian ,:woup with 
dual group l7 Then the interior of &W(G) is exact@ l? 
Remarks. (i) Theorem 1.1 shows that Int 3-W = r for all ideals 12’ of M(G) 
(ii) BY replacing P by (q/l v  I) I TJ 1’ it for small E ,> 0 and using Kossi’s 
Local Set Theorem, one can show that the interior of the set of symmetric 
maximal ideals is I’. That result is due to Saeki; [4, Chap. 81. 
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(iii) The first two authors, by different means, have recently shown that 
d&Z,(G) :.= AM(G) holds for metrizable groups G. 
In this section we give some preliminaries; state two results, Lemma 1.3 and 
Theorem 1.4, that imply 1.1; and prove that implication. In Section 2 we develop 
the properties of generalized Riesz products needed later. The proof of 
Theorem I .4 for compact groups is in Section 4; the general case of Theorem 1.4 
is established in Section 5. The basic ideas appear in Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. 
We use without comment the notions and properties of generalized characters 
(see [7; 4, Chap. 51 for those). A measure p 8: M(G) is tame if for each $ E AM(G) 
there exist a complex number a and a continuous character y  on G such that 
y0 = ay a.e. dp. The spectral radius of the measure p is denoted by Y(F). The 
Gelfand transform of p is ,&(#) =z s$,,(x) dp(.x), where 4, is the generalized 
character associated with 4. 
LEMMA I .2. Let G be a locally compac,t abelian group and v  E AM(G). Let 
p E M(G) be a tame measure of norm one such that 0 < lim SUP~+.~ j b(r)1 < 
1 ~~ / < 1. Then F q! Int aM(G). 
Proof. Suppose first that 0 < lim sup! i;(r j < / v,, i < 1. Since each element 
of i;M(G) is a limit of elements 7 such that ~ 7U2 / = j 7U , a.e. dp for all ,u E M(G) 
([7; 4, 8.2.11) and p is tame, p is not a limit of such 7. Hence p $ aM(G). 
Kow suppose that 0 < lim sup I b(r)] q = 1 pD 1 < I _ Let cp -z 1 y  / cp’ be the 
polar decomposition of F ([7; 4, Sect. 5.11). Let t E (0, 1). Then 1 @ / F’ 6 aM(G) 
by the preceding paragraph. Since v  == lim,_, p ~f p’, p $ Int BM(G). The 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with dual group r and 
let IJ E F- I’. Then (CI 4 Int BM(G). 
Proof. Let E > 0 and p, ,..., pn E M(G) be measures of compact support, 
and c’ .: (T E M(G): I fin - &($)I < E for 1 <j ,< n]. Such U’s form a 
neighborhood basis at I/ and it will suffice to show that (each such) U is not 
contained in BM(G). 
By the structure theorem, there is an open subgroup of G of the form H : 
R”’ x K x Z’, where K is compact, such that H contains the supports of all 
the measures pL1 ,..., pLn. We shall find a measure p E M(H) and element v  E I 
which satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma I.;!. 
Let Hr be a closed discrete subgroup of H such that H/H, is compact. Let 
y  be the character on HI induced by $ (that is, (y, -.zj = s,(4)). Then the 
kernel ofy# contains the kernel ofi, where j6 is the mapping of measures induced 
by N - H/H, Hence, the multiplicative linear functional y# on M(G) has the 
form v  + ($v)^($‘), where $’ E AM(H/HJ To see that 4’ E r,m-\r, , we argue 
as follows. There exists a compact subset X of H such that X + HI = H. If  
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[YJ is a net in HA with lim yu ==&!J, then each ya has the form x’, _ pu , where 
yR t X and pm t HI ’ = r, for all CY. (Clearly such a net {yJ may be taken as the 
image in H  ^ of a net in l’ that converges to +J.) Let x E X be a cluster point of 
the net .va Then x +- p, -~JJ, and it follows that x t F, Therefore [.Y {- pJi) 
is a net in Fr == (1rj11$ converging to 4’ and I/J’ E r,-. That 4’ C/ I’, follows 
from the fact that ~Q!J $ l? 
Let (7,) be a sequence in J’, that tends to infinity and is such that 
for all k. Then, by passing to a subsequence and replacing {rj} by a sequence of 
the form ~cxY~}, we may assume that (rj) is dissociate. Let 0 be the Riesz product 
based on {y,} such that 6(yj) ~~~ i.f or all j, and let CJJ’ be any accumulation point 
of the {rj). Then ~6 1 a.e. da and CJ is tame (by [I] or Section 2 below). It 
remains to lift (5 to a measure on 11. 
We apply Lemma 1.8 below. Let 7 be any probability measure on G such that 
S : supp -i is compact and (S ~ S) n HI1 : {O}. Let p 2 JU be given by- 
Lemma 1.8. Then p is tame. Let v  -= y’ 0 p”. Then p and v  satisfy the hypotheses 
of Lemma I .2: 9) $ Int Z&‘(G). ‘I‘he lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with dual group I’. Let 
p E M(G) be such that V(P) -p 1 and 1 fi < i on r-. Then there exists a tame 
probability measure p E M(G) and p E AM(G) such that 0 < lim sup ~ j?(y)1 c; 
I 9),, I and I P(y)1 > i. 
How Theorem I .I follows from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 and Theorem 1.4. Let 
C,/J E sM(G)\r. By Lemma 1.3, we may assume that II, $6 r~. Let C’ C dM(G)jr 
be any neighborhood of 4. Since (ii E BM(G), there exists p E f’(G) and 4’ E &’ 
such that Y(P) := fi($‘) == 1 and I,6 1 -; i outside C’. We may assume that if 
1 @(X)1 ::. i, then X E (“. 
Let p and p be given by Theorem 1.4. Then p E U, while v  4 Int BM(G) by 
Lemma 1.2. Therefore li g alM(G). Theorem 1.1 follows. 
If  G is a compact abelian group and n is a positive integer, G,& denotes the set 
[ns: x E G) and m, the normalized Haar measure of G, . I f  n and p are positive 
integers and d is their greatest common divisor, then rnA + m, = md , as is easily 
established. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let G be a compact abelian group and # E AM(G). Then there 
exists a non-negative integer n and y  t I’ such that for all positive integers p, 
TF&I,/I) = I if p is a multiple of n, and #m, ~ 0 otherwise. 
Proof. Suppose that #m, =~ 0 for all integers n 3 1. Then n = 0 will do. 
Otherwise let n be the smallest positive integer such that #m, # 0. Then there 
exists y  t r such that &,(y#) I. I f  p is a multiple of n, then m, x m,, m, , 
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so z%,(y$) = 1. If  p is not a multiple of n, then the greatest common divisor d of 
n and p is strictly smaller than rz, so m, * m, = md . Since / lbrnn 1 = 1 a.e. dm, 
and 4, (x) Q& (y) = &,,(x + y) a.e. d(m, x mJ, #am, = 0 a.e. dm, . The 
lemma fs prov:d. 
For a measure w E M(G) and a subgroup I) of G, N(w, D) denotes the L-sub- 
algebra of M(G) generated by {w) u n/r,(D) and N(w) denotes the L-subalgebra 
generated by {w) u {S(O)}. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let G be a compact abelian group, let 4 E AM(G), let u E M(G) be 
a non-negative measure with w2 w w, let L) be a subgroup of G such that 6(x) c 
(i # 1~) 1 / # / w fey all x E D\(O), and let ; f  E D, the character group of D. Then 
there exists TY E Anr(w, D) such that pO,y =m #W and G(x)“(~~) = (y, --x1 fey all 
.r E D. 
Proof. Every element v  of N(w, D) has a unique representation of the form 
v  -_ c,” S(Xj) * vj + v. , where xj E D\(O) for all j, vj < +J for all j, and v. 1 
S(X) * (I&U) for all N E D. Therefore the formula 
C(q) = i (y, --xj) iq#) 
defines a linear functional on N( W, D). It is easy to see that that linear functional 
is continuous and multiplicative. The lemma follows. 
PROPOSITION I .I. Let G be a compact m.trizable abelian group. Let w E M(G) 
be such that ~2 FZ w. Let #J E AM(G). Then there exists a sequence (PJ of tri- 
gonometric polynomials on G such that /I Pk /jlT < 1 for all k and ij Pkv - $v // - 0 
for all v  E N(w).For every such sequence (Pk> (and everyprobability measure 77 E N(w) 
such that +j(#) = 1, 71 * P7< also converges strongly to $ in N(w)*. 
Proof. An easy application of the Hahn-Banach theorem shows that that 
such sequences {Pk) exist. Suppose that (PI,:> is such a sequence and let 77 E N(w) 
be a probability measure with $(#) == 1. M Te may assume that w 3 0. Then the 
following are easily established. 
11 * P,(Y) = J PAX + Y) 4(x) 
forallyEGandallk= 1,2,.... 
$4l*ul(X + Y) = b&9 AJ(Y) a.e. d(T x w). 
A,(Y) = A,(Y) 4(#) = j A,~x + Y) drl(x) a.e. dw. 
Therefore 
j 1 &(y) - 7 * PJC(y)i dw < j I +4,&t> - P,(t)1 47 * QJ) for all k = 1, Z... . 
#o/38/3-3 
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The last integral converges to zero, as k ---f oj, by the strong convergence of 
(Pi] to $. Since u2 < w and 1’ P,. ‘iii - - 1 for all JE, the proposition follows. 
To extend our construction from compact abelian groups to general locall! 
compact abclian groups, WC: shall need the following lemma, which we quote, in 
part, from [4, 12.7.11. For two antecedents, see [6] or [5]. 
Lnnw.4 1 .X. Let G be a IocallJ, compact abelian group wifh dual group 1‘. 
Let M be a closed sut$oup of 6 sucf~ that il j-y F r: :y, s 1 fOY all 
x E II) is a di,screte subg,~;‘youp of i: Let 7 be a probability measure in .1/I(G) and 
S : : {y E r: d(y) + 0). Suppose that #[(S !- y) n fl] S< 1 fog all y  t r arid 
(S (- S) n fl is finite. Y%en theve exists a unique linear ?napp& J: .1f(G!II) h 
M(G) such that 
Furthermore the jollowing hold: J is an isomety!; Jp is ?wn-negative ij’ /i is 
non-negative; Jp is tame if p is tame and H is a discsete subgroup of G; and 
lim supvm., I( J~)^(Y)~ lim SUP.,,-~ i;(y) 
2. GESER.~I,IZED I~IESZ PRODUCTS 
Let Y be a discrete abelian group with dual group G. A set 0 [Z,i of finite 
symmetric subsets of r that all contain 0 is a set of dissociate blocks if every 
y  E 1’ has at most one expression in the form y  =: C: Bj , where Bi E 1,~,~\,{0) 
and u(j) + o(h) for 1 < j -/ /z < n. Th e set of such finite sums (including the 
empty sum 0) is denoted by Q(0) and the sums themselves are called ,words, 
while the elements 8, of the sum are called the letters (of their sum). If  @ is a 
subset of 0, we write Q(Q) for the set of words in f>(O) whose letters are elements 
of those 1, belonging to @. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let r be a discrete abelian group and let 0 == {I,: be an infhite 
set of dissociate blocks. Then 
n {!2(@\@) + Q(@,@): CD is a finite subset of 0) = {Oj. 
Proof Let wr and wz t Q(0). Let @ b e a finite subset of 0 such that w1 
and w2 are both elements of Q(Q). We claim that if wr + wy E Q(@‘\@) &Q( @‘,@), 
then w1 4 wz == 0. For if w3 and w.r E Q(O\@) are such that wr 1 Q~ == wri -- w., , 
then wr ~~ w3 = w1 ~ wq By the uniqueness of expression of elements of 
Q(@), w1 == -wI? The claim and the lemma follow. 
Let G be a compact abelian group with dual group r. Let 0 [I,: be a set of 
dissociate blocks in r. For each N, let R, be a trigonometric polynomial on G 
such that .I K,x cl.\ s j It, dx := 1 and supp & C I, , for all a. Then for each 
finite subsut (D of 0, fl(&: 1, E CD] rrzG is a probabilit!- measure on G, and 
those measures con\-erge weak* to a probability measure p. (The convergence is 
b) increasing the finite subsets @.) That measure is called the gr~/-nlized Riex 
J:.o&KI b0sed 0?1 0 nnrl [Ii,). C‘lcarl!; 
I:or a finite subset Cp of 8, we let p0 denote the generalized Riesz product based 
on O’t,@ and (I?,: 1, E O\,@\. Then 
THEOREM 2.2. Ixt G lie a compact abelim group and p E AT(G) a ~genevalizetf 
Kiesz product based 011 0 and (h’,]. If lim SUP,,~. 1 ,6(y) < I, then ,n is tam. 
Proof. We have several steps. 
(a) Let 4’1 E AM(G) be such that i;(JI) 7’ 0. Th en for each iinite subset 
@,) of 0, there cvists a unique w Q := w~,,~ such that I f  0 and p”(#) 
p”(w@) &,(6X&). Indeed, those assertions arc immediate from (2. I), since the sets 
cu - Q(O!@), for w E Q(Q), are disjoint. 
(1,) Let J, E AM(G) be such that ,6(o) m/ 0. Then there csists a finitc 
subset @,, of 0 and w,, E Q(@,,) such that (I) 0 m-m w,, for all finite subsets @ of 0 
that contain 0,, . ‘1’0 see that, we argue as follows. 
For each w E Q(O), let d(w) denote #{e,: ~1) 1 8, , 8, E I,,,, , b, 0;. Since 
lim sup b(y); < I, sup{J(~): 1 B(W); ;- i $:$)I] < cc’. Let CD,, and ti)a E a(@,,) 
be such that p($) : ~- p”(wJ &(&a#) and /(w,,) . IS maximal. Suppose that @ 1 @,, , 
u-here @ is a finite subset of 0. Then applying (a) to ,Q, and C&+/J, WC see that 
there exist 0) c Q(#::@,,) such that &Jw~$J) -I &(w) &,(c~cQ). Of course, that 
implies that p (^$) bO,(w)$w,,) &,(wc+,#) = B(w + w,,) &,(ww,,#). (The reader 
should note that multiplication of generalized characters corresponds to addition 
of characters; thus wwO denotes a sum in r.) Since /(w,,) is maximal and since 
-E(@,,) and Q(@\@,) are dissociate blocks, P(w + wO) == /(w) + /(w,), and therc- 
fore w 7: 0. That proves (b). 
(c) For W” , 4 as in (b) and p = CJ,,$, we have &,(F) ~= i(p)) for all finite 
subsets @ of 0. Indeed, if @ > @,, , then the assertion is exactly that of (b). 
Otherwise, let Q1 :-- @ u (P,, . The only clement CO of B(@,\@,J such that 
~~,(WC&$) 5,’ 0 is w == 0 1)~ (b). Therefore (bp (2.1) again) ~Q,(&O#) &JW,#). 
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We may apply those equalities even to the empty set @ = a, thus obtaining 
~~(c&c,/J) L j&,(6&&) for all finite subsets CD of 0. That proves (c). 
(d) For y  as in (c), we have $(ry) = p^(y)F(r~~) for all y  E I? Indeed, suppose 
first that w E a(@). Let @ be a finite subset of 0 such that w E sZ(@). Then 
(2.1) and (a) imply that @(UT) = j?(w) p”@(p)). Using (c), we obtain p(wp))=:- 
i(w)p”(y). Therefore (d) holds for elements y  == L;, E n(o). 
Suppose that y  6 Q(O). It will suffice to show that p^(yv) == 0. Suppose, to the 
contrary, that p”(yv) / 0. Then (a)-(c), applied to yp, show that there exists 
wi E Q(O) such that &,(~,yv) $: 0 for all finite subsets CD of 0. Set 7 WI - y. 
Then 
PPO) * PolA(P,) = 1;cwMP) f 0. 
Therefore (?,J~) x p0 j 0 for all finite subsets @ of 0. Therefore (-7 f- Q(‘(e\@)) r\ 
8(@,@) f  D for all finite subsets CD of 0. That is equivalent to T being an 
element of G(O\\@) --1 sZ(O\@) f  or all finite subsets CD of 0. By Lemma 2.1, 7 : 0. 
In other words, if {(ycp) # 0, then y  E sZ(0). We have proved (d). 
(e) Let # E AM(G). If  4, f  0, then there exists y0 E I’such thatj?(F,ll,) / 0. 
By (a)-(d), there exists w0 E sZ(O) such that {(+&y,-,p) = ~(r)~(~$,~as)) for all 
y  E r. It now follows that $ = ~(~,#~p))~,& a.e. dp. The theorem is proved. 
Remarks. ‘I’he above proof is adapted from [4, proof of 7.3.11, which presents 
a modification of the argument of Brown [1], a modification suggested by Saeki. 
The result here is due to Host and Parreau [3] who generalize [I]. 
As in [l], one can show that p is not tame if 1 = sup{1 p^(y)l: / jl(r)l < 1); set 
[3] for the proof. In all cases, however, p is monotrochic, as Host and Parreau 
observe [3]. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 FOR COMPACT CROUPS 
Let p E M(G) be such that Y(P) = 1 and I@ 1 < 1 on pp. Let (~~1 be a sequence 
of trigonometric polynomials on G such that for each j, /I Qj /lm < 1 and 
/ JQj d$ / >, I - 2-j. Let A be th e subgroup r that is generated by the union 
of the supports of the Qj . Then A is countable. We let H := {X E G: (x, 7). ~7 I 
for all y  E A}, p: G - G/H the quotient homomorphism, and 4 the induced 
mapping of measures. Then it follows from our choice of A that there exists 
CJJELIM(G/H) such that I = (&)*(cJJ) := r&). We shall construct a tame 
probability measure p E M(G/H) such that for some y  E dM(G/H), I(;p)^(p)i > 
.i and 0 < lim sup/ j?(r)1 < 1 q~,, 1 < 1. Then there will exist a probability measure 
p1 E M(G) such that m, * p1 and cpl = p. It is then clear that p1 and q1 = q~ 0 5 
will have the required properties, and Theorem 1.4 will follow. 
Let y  E r and n > 0 be given by Lemma 1.5. Let 4 t AM(G) be such that 
j fl(zJ)i = 1. There is no loss of generality in replacing $ by 74 and p by yp. We 
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may thus assume that h,(4) = 1 if 4 is a multiple of n, and that $J,,{, = 0 other- 
wise. As in the preceding paragraph, we may pass to G/G% , since Z# has the form 
9) 0 p’, where 9 E dM(G/G,) and p’ is the mapping of measures induced by 
p: G-G/G,. 
We have just reduced the compact case of Theorem I .4 to the case in which G 
is compact, metrizable and there exists 4 E &II(G) such that 
/z(t’l) .-. 1 and liz,($) := 0 if q>l and qG # {O). (3.1) 
Let w = exp(I p 1) -k m, . Then w > 0 and w2 < W. Set CJ 1 / +J /. It is obvious 
from (3.1) that for every d E G and every integer ~1 such that nG :f 0, 6(d) +: 
nz, J- D 1 U. Therefore there exists a Bore1 set E = E(d, n) such that 0 is carried 
by E and 
0 = 6(d) * m, or o(E) = s (8(x + d) * o)(E) dm,(x) 
= 
s 
(6(nx + d) * a)(E) dm&. 
Therefore, for each fixed d E G, 
6(nx -I- d) * o I CT for almost all x t G. (3.2) 
LEMMA 3.1. Under the above hypotheses, there exists a countable dense subgmup 
D of G such that 6(d) x u 1 u for all d E D\(O). 
&o?f. Let {U,> be a countable basis for the topology of G. Let D, = 0. 
Suppose that countable,subgroups D, C II, C ... C D,+l have been found such 
that for 0 ,( j < p, 
Dj n CJj # ij and 6(d) * (T 1 o for all d c Ili,{O). (3.3) 
By (3.2), for almost all x E G, S(nx + d) * CJ 1 0 for all n E I),, 1’,(0] and for all 
n = I such that nG f  (O}. Therefore there exists an x E U, such that the sub- 
group D,, generated by x and Dflml satisfies (3.3) for j = p. Let II ~~ (Jy II,, . 
Then D has the required properties and the lemma is proved. 
We let N(w, D) be the L-subalgebra of M(G) that is generated by w and 
M(D). Since D C G, each element of r restricts to become a character of D. 
Since I) is dense in G, that restriction mapping is one-to-one. We shall identify 
each y  E r with its restriction to D. 
By Lemma 1.6, for each y  E r, there exists $7 E ilN(w, D) such that $J~” 
y$w and (p), = 1 for all probability measures 17 E M(D). Let us set II) .:.- 
{d,: n 3 11 and w1 = Cf 2F(d,) * W. By Proposition 1.7, applied to each 
y  E r and each +I E dN(w,)\I’, there exists a sequence of polynomials {P,<] = 
P!GJ such that /I Pk /jm < 1 for all k and Pk + $’ strongly in Ai(w Since 
,W(D) C N(u,), each probability measure 7 on D belongs to N(w,), and therefore 
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for each such 7 and each integer n 3 I, 7’1 + P,; -+ -y$ strongly in TV(W), For 
each neighborhood C; of 0 E fi, there exists a probability measure 7 c .V(D) 
such that supp +j C L’. Thus, given J’, WC may assume that supp P,, 11 1: for all k. 
We let $1 be the restriction of $ to :\:(wi). ‘Ihen y$ $ 1: so ~W(#T’) 0 for a11 y, 
and we ma!- also assume that p,,(O) : 0; that is, that supp P,, 5 (‘, (0). For 
notational comenience, wc identify + and $i 
With the above considerations in mind, \vc shall construct a set of dissociate 
blocks and a generalized Riesz product. Because r is countable, there exists ‘1 
sequence [y,! j such that for each y  6 I’, Y,~ y  for an infinite number of II. Let 0 
be any real number in (0, I). I,et I’r _ 0 and R, I. We shall construct R, as 
follows. Assume that the construction has been carried out through the (11 I )st 
step. 
I,et the following bc given: 
J ‘)! , a neighborhood of 0 in 11 such that for U .- J -“, i I I,, 
n -1 
(1: - L’) n c (T,, I I, -f- I, -f- Ij) {O]; (3.4) 
, I 
rln , a probability measure on I> such that 7jlL _ : 0 and supp $,, !- I -,: : 
p,, 7 a trigonometric polynomial on G such that 
supp P, L supp +jn\{O), 
:j P, ~jn G I, 
1 1 y&(,, - rink * P,, 1 dw < I:n for 0 < k i 
F,, , a trigonometric polynomial such that F, 1 0, jl Fr, ~, 
c j I - P,,(y)i < 1 !?a, 
YESUPPI’,, 
n; 
- 1, and 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
It is easy to see that J-,L exists and that the existence of each item above implies 
the existence of the following item. WC may also suppose that we have a sequence 
(01~~) C F\{Oj such that cy,( - 0 in the topology on r induced by I), and that for 
that sequence {cx,~), 
1 I ~ fgq&) ..: IhI and 1 - 13,(Lx”J .L< l/n for all n. (3.7) 
Because 1,( C Jr,, , (3.4) implies that 0’ == {I, -~ IvL)F is a set of dissociate 
blocks, and, a fortiori, 0 L= {&}, a is a set of dissociate blocks. We let p be the 
generalized Riesz product based on 0 and {Rj]. It follows from the construction 
of the Rj that sup{! j?(y)’ : y  =/- 0} .,. n and that lim,, +nfi(~rL) -~- lim R,,(ti,,) (1. 
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Let .\‘(/I / W) be the L-subalgebra of ill(G) that is generated by p and w and 
let oi E r. ‘Ilre claim that the subsequence {PFl: yI1 _ 2~; converges weak” in 
:V(p w)’ Indeed, the I’, are uniformly bounded and the measures ” + /3p”, 
for IJ E V(U), /3 E r and /z > 0, span a dense subspace of -V(p w). Therefore 
it will suffice to show that for all such measures, s P,,n(~~‘j$?) converges. 
If  /z 0, then this convergence follows at once from (3.5). Suppose that 
ii ’ 0. Then 
i’ 
P,d(v i &“) r- c R,( -Y) w .P(P r~ Y). (3.8) 
?aqlpP,, 
Since 0’ (1, I I,: j ~1 l> is a set of dissociate blocks, each element of 
Q(0) / Q(0) has a unique expression as a sum of elements 0, , where 0, E 1, + 
II, . Since supp P, C III , we see that if a term in (3.8) is non-zero, then that term 
corresponds to a pair (y, /3), where y  E 1, and /3 E Q(0’). Therefore if n is suffi- 
ciently large, /3 has no letters from 1, ( I, , and therefore 
iv 1-Y) == ivkw = 4(Y) Rh4v) for every yt-supp P,, . 
By (3.6), 
c I 1 -I-;‘,‘(y)/ < Iz,n 
-vwJPDI’,, 
and 
c I ed-d w wu 
--YESUPPP, 
By (3.9, 




‘Therefore for all v  E N(w), 0 E r and lz > 0, JPJ(v”&“) converges as n - xc, 
in the subsequence of those n for which Y,, =: OL, to u~~~““(P)C(CYZ/J). That establishes 
the claim. 
Let pfi be the continuous linear functional on N(p -;- W) thus obtained. Of 
course ~\:(p ;- W) is a quotient of N(w) 6 ,V(p) and therefore pa pulls back to a 
continuous linear functional on N(W) B N(p). Note that that pulled back func- 
tional is uniquely defined and that it is equal to CY$ @ #, where z,!J~” --: a”: a.e. 
L/P” for k -.: 0, 1, 2 ,... . Therefore CP~ is a multiplicative linear functional on 
‘h-(p ! 0.l). (& CY# and (c&, Mom a. Since 4 has idempotent modulus, the polar 
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part of pn equals LX# also on N(w) and 1 on N(p). We have proved the following 
Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let p and p be as above. Then for all CI E I’, r((ap) x p) 2 Y(P). 
Now let us consider the sequence car‘} defined above. Recall that 01~~ E 1, for 
each 71 and lim p”(aJ - a. We claim that if q~ E (01,~: \J’then 9’p = a. To set that, 
we use the fact that 0’ = (1, -I- -Ij>T is a set of dissociate blocks. Suppose that 
y  $ Q(O). Ii” y  -i- %, EQ(@) for an infinite set of m, then y  EQ(@‘) and for 
sufficiently large m, F(y -{- q,,) =z j?(y)f?(c~,,,) = 0, since 01, t 1, for all n. I f  
y  ,- (Y?,, I$ (0) for all sufficiently large m, then b(r + 0~~~) : i(y) ~ 0 for those HZ. 
In both cases, lim,jQ + a,,) = a@(r) == 0. If  y  E Q(O), then lim,,& z,,,) 
lim b(~)b(olJ = a;(y). The claim follows. 
Since Y((&P) I; p) = Y(P), there exists for each n > I an element Z/I, E II&Z(G) 
such that /Z(ol,#,) = r(p) and such that PA(&) =: I. S ince p is a probability measure, 
(&&, is a constant of modulus I. Let v  E d&?(G) b e a cluster pointjof the sequence 
{c+&J. Then I @(#)I = Y(P), while ~~ i = a == lim sup1 b(r)l. We have proved 
Theorem I .4 for compact G. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 FOR NON-COMPACT G 
Let p be as in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4. Let 4 be such that 1 fi’($)! -: 1. 
Let E > 0. Then there exists an open subgroup H of G such that 1 p l(H) :,- 
~1 p 1, - t and H has the form R” x K x Z”, where K is compact. Also 
lb MAI < 2~ + E on rand XP W($)l > I -- E. Thus for small E, (CL iH)- peaks 
off of F. It is easy to see that if we find p and p for p lH, then p and v  will do 
for CL, provided that I(p JH)“(~)l > i -r^  E. Thus, say for t < :, it will suffice 
to find a tame p E M(H) and p E AM(G) such that 
A 
0 < lim supVsr~ p(y)1 & I vp < 1 and 
The preceding shows that we may assume that G has the form R”” x K x 2”. 
Then AM(G) = dM(R”” x K) x TV. Let fl be a finite subgroup of 7’ji such 
that sup{1 @(v)j: v  E dM(Rnz x K) x A] > 2, Let H = {x E G: (x, hj -= 1 for 
all h E (1}, p: G--f G’ = G/H, and p’ the induced map of measures. Assuming 
that Theorem 1.4 holds for G’ = R’” x K’, we see that there exist a tame 
probability measure p E M(G’) and v  E dM(G’) such that (&)*(v) > i- and 
0 < lim sup1 g(r)1 < / $ / < 1. Let Q- be a probability measure on G such that 
(S - S) n ({0} x fl) == {0}, where S -= supp e. Then Lemma 1.8 applies, and 
the measure Jp is a tame probability measure on G such that lim supY,,, 
I(JP)W = lim sup?, +m/ I;(r)l. Clearly Jp and p 0 p’ have the required properties. 
That completes the reduction to the case that G = R’n x K. We assume that 
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G = R”’ x K and satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4. Again choose 4 such 
that [ @(I/J), = 1. 
Now let 2”” be the obvious subgroup of R’“. Then there exists y  E rsuch that 
6(x)^(#) -.= (x, -y> f  or all x E 2”’ x CO). There is no loss of generality in replac- 
ing # by ~4 and p by yp; that is, we may assume that S(X)^ (#) == I for all x E 2” > 
(01. Then 4 has the form # o p’, where p’ is the mapping of measures induced by 
p: G = R”” x K + (R”’ >; K)/(Z”’ x (01) I- G’. Therefore Y(&) = 1 and 
(&)^  < A on (G’)^. By Theorem 1.4 for compact groups, there exist a tame 
probability measure p E M(G’) and F E I3M(G’) such that ($p)“(p)) > i and 
0 < lim sup/ b(y)\ .< 1 rp,, ) < I. Let + be a probability measure on G such that 
(S - S) A (Z,’ x (0; where S 1: supp i. Then Lemma 1.8 applies and Jp is a 
tame probability measure such that lim sup,_,j(J,)^(y)i == lim supY,,I j?(r)!. 
Clearly Jp and CJJ 0 p’ have the required properties. That ends the proof of 
Theorem I .4. 
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